It is well known that the bulk nanostructured metallic materials generally exhibit high strength but poor ductility, which greatly hinders their applications. In most cases, material failures usually start from the surface. Therefore, the surface modification is crucial to improving the mechanical properties of metallic materials. The surface mechanical attrition treatment (SMAT) is one of the most effective surface modification methods. It can be used to manufacture gradient nanostructured materials that there is no interfaces between the surface and the coarse-grained matrix. Additionally, the gradient nanostructured metallic materials fabricated by SMAT exhibit a preferable combination of strength and ductility compared with conventional homogeneous materials. It is generally believed that the high strength of the SMAT-ed metallic materials is owing to the surface fine-grain strengthening. Whereas the improved ductility can be attributed to the coarse-grained matrix and the superior work hardening ability of the gradient structured (GS) materials.
Introduction
In the past decades, bulk nanostructured materials have attracted widespread attention due to the high strength. 1, 2) However, the research on bulk nanostructured materials revealed that there seemed to be an inherent contradiction between their strength and ductility, that is strength-ductility trade-off. 35) Generally, the materials with grain sizes below 100 nm are considered to be nanocrystalline (NC) materials. And the materials with grain sizes between 100 nm and 1000 nm are defined as ultrafine-grained (UFG) materials. 6) Therefore, the above two materials are collectively referred to as NC/UFG materials because they all have high strength but low tensile ductility.
After decades of development, synthesizing methods of the NC/UFG materials can be classified into two major approaches -"bottom-up" and "top-down". 7) Typical examples of the "bottom-up" methods include inert gas condensation, 8) electrodeposition, 9) ball-milling. 10) However, some "bottom-up" methods are complicated and the materials prepared by these methods contain high impurity and/or artificial porosity content. This may deteriorate the mechanical properties of the materials. 11, 12) In contrast, some "top-down" approaches, (e.g. severe plastic deformation (SPD)), are free of artificial porosity and contamination. Therefore, the mechanical properties of the materials prepared by SPD methods are improved compared with those of the materials prepared by "bottom-up" methods. The most commonly used SPD techniques are equal channel angular pressing (ECAP), 13) high-pressure torsion (HPT) 14) and so on. Although the strength of the NC/UFG materials prepared by SPD has been further enhanced, the ductility remains low.
As we known, material failures usually occur on the surface. Some previous studies have shown that the surface modification methods by surface nanocrystallization (SNC) may effectively improve the overall properties of materials. 15) Conventional nanostructured surface layers can be prepared by means of various coating and deposition techniques such as physical vapor deposition (PVD), chemical vapor deposition (CVD), sputtering, and electrodeposition. But the interface between the coated layer and the matrix may have a non-negligible negative effect on the performance of materials. 15) As a form of the heterogeneous materials, 16, 17) the gradient structured (GS) materials have become a new research field in recent years because of their superior global properties compared with conventional homogeneous materials. The structures of GS materials change gradually and continuously from the surface to interior and thus there is no significant interface. 18, 19) They exhibit high strength and good ductility, 20, 21) high diffusion rate, 2224) corrosion resistance, 25) improved fatigue, friction and wear properties. 2628) The gradient change of grain sizes can effectively avoid the performance mutation caused by the sudden change of the grain sizes. Therefore, the structures with various grain sizes can be coordinated with each other and outstanding performance can be obtained. 29) As shown in Fig. 1 , the gradient nanostructures, whose top surface is nanoscale, are generally divided into the following categories: grain size gradient, twin thickness gradient, lamellar thickness gradient, and columnar size gradient. 29) Typical processing techniques used to fabricate gradient nanostructured materials include surface mechanical attrition treatment (SMAT), 15) surface mechanical grinding treatment (SMGT), 30) surface mechanical rolling treatment (SMRT), 31) friction sliding, 32) high-energy milling, 33) air blast shot peening 34) and laser-induced projectile impact testing. 35, 36) K. Lu and J. Lu proposed the SMAT process in 1999 and reported the mechanisms of SNC for this process. 15) In the past 20 years, the SMAT has been widely applied in various kinds of materials including pure metals and alloys. 18, 3746) The mechanical properties of the material can be improved to some extent under appropriate SMAT process parameters.
In this overview, the SMAT mechanism, the microstructure characteristics of the GS layer induced by SMAT and the investigations on mechanical properties of different SMAT-ed materials would be presented and discussed in the following sections.
The Surface Mechanical Attrition Treatment (SMAT)

The device and principle of SMAT
The SMAT device ( Fig. 2 ) consists mainly of a vibration generator and a treatment chamber placing the balls as well as holding the sample. 47) The materials and sizes of the balls can be adjusted according to the type of the processed materials. High-strength steel is usually used to make the balls with the diameter of 110 mm. 40) The plate sample is fixed to the upper wall of the treatment chamber and the balls are placed at the bottom. In order to prevent the surface layer of the treated sample from being oxidized or contaminated by impurities in the air, the treatment chamber is usually evacuated or filled with an inert gas (such as argon or nitrogen gas). 40) The vibration generator drives the treatment chamber at a frequency of 50 to 20000 Hz and resonates the balls. And then the surface of the sample is continuously struck by the balls at high velocity from different angles, which promotes the refinement process of surface grains. 48) During this process, different slip systems or twins are driven, and a large amount of dislocation movement or twinning behavior ultimately continuously divides the coarse grains in the top surface layer into nanoscale. 40, 48) The cryogenic temperature can prevent dynamic recovery and promote the generation of mechanical twinning, which causes the grains to be further refined. Therefore, the SPD processing at cryogenic temperatures is receiving more and more attention. 44) Figure 3 shows the SMAT setup at cryogenic temperature, the details of which are discussed in Ref. 49 ). The effect of SMAT at cryogenic temperature on the mechanical properties of materials will be discussed in Section 4.
The SMAT device mentioned in this overview mainly refers to those shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 . In addition, the high-energy milling ( Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 ) is also a kind of SMAT. 
SMAT process parameters
The ball velocity is an important SMAT parameter because it is proportional to the strain rate in the surface layer of the sample. Higher strain rates can facilitate more ideal nanostructures in the top surface layer of materials. The ball velocity is generally 120 m/s, which mainly affected by the vibration frequency, the height of treatment chamber and the size, density, number of balls. 48) For example, the smaller mass and fewer balls result in the higher ball velocity in the vertical direction, due to the reduced collision among the balls in a limited space. It is reported that the high density of nano-twins was observed in the GS layer of the SMAT-ed 304 stainless steel by using 100 balls of 3 mm diameter, which leads to the higher tensile strength. 50) On the other hand, the SMAT time can be selected according to the kinds of materials, the plate thickness, the ball velocity and the required thickness of the GS layer. Appropriate SMAT time is necessary (generally controlled within 60 min), however excessive treating time makes it difficult to further refine the grains due to balance between the dislocations generation and the dislocations annihilation. A recent study 51) points out that the short SMAT time (within 1 min) can increase the strength of the material with less sacrifice of ductility. This can be attributed to a unique bimodal structure consisting of the "hard phase" and the "soft matrix". The "hard phase" with nano-twins increase the strength of the material and the coarse-grained "soft matrix" can prevent the propagation of the surface micro-cracks after necking.
In addition, A.M. Gatey et al. 52) proposed an important term "100% peening time" (i.e. the time required for the indentation of the ball to cover 100% of the sample surface). This may provide a direction for the manufacture of GS materials that have high strength while maintaining superior ductility. Rajib Kalsar et al. 46) reported a composite gradient structure consisting of twins, dislocation density and grain size gradients in twinning induced plasticity (TWIP) steel treated by SMAT. The results show that the yield strength of SMAT-ed TWIP steel is improved while having little ductility loss (i.e. uniform elongation is only reduced by 8%).
A non-negligible detail is that the thickness of GS layer in the sample is only about 50 µm. This may be a key reason for obtaining the superior combination of strength and ductility. Although the author did not provide SMAT time in the paper, from the perspective of "100% peening time", we can speculate that this very thin GS layer thickness is likely to be produced near "100% peening time". So theoretically, with other factors being the same, if we can find the "100% peening time" in other materials, the excellent combination of strength and ductility may be realized. For the determination of "100% peening time", the way of numerical simulation combined with experiment can be considered.
Microstructure Characteristics of GS Layer under Different GS Materials and SMAT Processes
Firstly, we can define the region of GS layer and the volume fraction of GS layer here. As shown in Fig. 6 , the GS layer consists of three parts: a nanostructured layer, an ultrafine-grained structure layer, and a deformed coarsegrained layer. The volume fraction of GS layer generally refers to the ratio of GS layer volume to total sample volume.
Reference 48) shows that the gradual change of strain and strain rate from the top surface to the almost deformation-free matrix in the GS material results in a corresponding change of grain size gradient distribution from a few nanometers to several micrometers ( Fig. 6 ).
As we all know that the observation of microstructure using transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is very local and strongly depends on the exact sampling position. 53) Samih et al. 54) determine the thickness of three regions in the GS layer by combining the distribution map of geometrically necessary dislocations (GNDs) densities with statistics. It is believed that the method based on average grain size statistics is useful for the accurate partition of various regions in the GS layer. However, electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) technique is not sufficient to obtain the detailed features of the UFG region. Therefore, Gwénaëlle Proust et al. 55) used the newly developed highresolution transmission Kikuchi diffraction (TKD) technique to better characterize the UFG region. On the whole, the microstructure in the GS layer can be better characterized by the combined use of the above three methods.
Generally, the main plastic deformation mechanisms for metallic materials include dislocation slip and twinning. Different types of materials have different grain refinement mechanisms during SMAT, which mainly depends on the crystal structure types and stacking fault energy (SFE). 48) The related studies have shown that the grain refinement processes of materials with high SFEs are mainly dominated by dislocation movement. However, for the metals with low SFEs, the plastic deformation mechanism may change from dislocation slip to mechanical twins. 56) On the other hand, the effects of different SMAT parameters and SMAT at cryogenic temperature on the microstructures of the GS layer are also two interesting aspects. For some materials, the phase transition process is even included.
In the following sections, as the description of the microstructures and grain refinement mechanisms has been discussed in detail in Ref. 57) , two classical grain refinement mechanisms will be briefly introduced. In addition, the effects of SMAT at cryogenic temperature and different SMAT parameters on the microstructures of GS layer will be discussed. Figure 7 shows a schematic of SMAT-ed pure iron with a high SFE during the grain refinement. The following steps are involved in the grain refinement process: 40) (i) the development of dense dislocation walls (DDWs) and dislocation tangles (DTs); (ii) the transition from DDWs and DTs to sub-boundaries with small misorientation; (iii) the evolution of the sub-boundaries to highly misoriented grain boundaries.
Dislocations-induced grain refinement mechanism
Twins-induced grain refinement mechanism
The grain refinement mechanism in the GS layer of the SMAT-ed AISI 304 stainless steel with a low SFE is different from that in the GS layer of the materials with high SFEs (such as pure Fe 40) and Al-alloy 41) ). The grain refinement process can be listed as follows: 58) (i) the forming of planar dislocation arrays and twins, (ii) the intersections of multidirectional twins, and (iii) the formation of randomly oriented nanocrystallites.
Effect of SMAT process parameters on micro-
structures of AISI 304L steel The previous research 58) has shown that deformationinduced martensite (¡A) is formed near the surface of the treated sample and the high-density shear bands (mechanical twins) are observed in this region. Recently, A.M. Gatey et al. 52) studied the effects of different SMAT process parameters on the microstructures of AISI 304L steel. The results show that most of the ¡A is formed inside the grains at the intersection of the shear bands and along the shear bands, some ¡A is also present near the grain boundaries. With the SMAT time and the number of balls increase, the proportion of ¡A increases.
The effect of the ball diameter on the volume fraction of ¡A can be divided into two cases 52) in Fig. 8 . When the percentage of the ball is only 25%, the strain rate of the ball with 3 mm diameter will be higher than that of the ball with 8 mm diameter, and the adiabatic heating associated with high strain rate deformation inhibits the formation of ¡A. In the case of a large percentage of the ball (50% and 75%), because the number of balls with 3 mm diameter is more than that of balls with 8 mm diameter and the strain rate is lower, the former corresponds to a higher volume fraction of ¡A.
Effect of SMAT at cryogenic temperature on
microstructures at different surface depths in GS 304L steel It is reported that the SMAT-ed 304L steel undergoes a £ ¼ ¾ ¼ ¡A transition at room temperature, where ¾ martensite is generally stress-assisted and forms in the early stages of deformation. 59) The strain-induced £ ¼ ¡A transition Fig. 8 The volume percent of ¡A-martensite phase for various percentages of balls of 3 and 8 mm diameter respectively; a constant 15 mm gap is used. 52) seems to occur more easily when £-twins are preferentially formed. 60) A recent paper investigated the characteristics of martensite (¾, ¡A) content at different surface depths in the 304L steel treated by SMAT at cryogenic temperature. 43) The results show that although the stress-assisted ¾ martensite transformation occurred at 150450 µm below the surface treated by SMAT at cryogenic temperature, it is not found at any depth below the surface after SMAT treatment at room temperature. The difficulty of deformation induced transformation can be offset by promoting the formation of stress-assisted ¾ martensite at cryogenic temperature. Other than that, the maximum amount of ¡A martensite always appears on the subsurface, regardless of the treatment at room temperature or cryogenic temperature. In summary, the gradient structure created by SMAT in 304L steel superimposes two gradients: grain size gradient and phase distribution gradient. 43) 
Effects of SMAT on Mechanical Properties of Steels,
Cu and Cu Alloys 4.1 Superior strength and good ductility NS materials are known for having high strength, but the ductility is typically poor due to the absence of work hardening in the deformation process. 61) In recent years, GS materials have gained widespread attention for their superior combination of strength and ductility. In general, the improvement of ductility in GS materials is mainly related to the grain growth, back stress hardening, and volume fraction of GS layer.
For the gradient nanograined Cu prepared by surface mechanical grinding treatment (SMGT), the high ductility of the sample was attributed to grain growth caused by the low structural stability of the nanograined Cu. 21) The investigation on SMAT-ed IF steel showed that the high back stress in the GS layer not only contributes to the synergetic strengthening, while the work hardening caused by high back stress is beneficial for enhancement of ductility. 62) Our previous work on SMAT-ed pure copper indicated that there exists an optimum range of volume fractions of GS layer which can produce the highest extra work hardening and extra strengthening. 63) In addition, the simulation results ( Fig. 9 ) of Ref. 64) show that uniform elongation increases and yield/ultimate strength decrease slightly as the volume fraction of GS layer decreases. This will help to optimize the strength and ductility of GS materials by controlling the volume fraction of GS layer. On the other hand, the relation between the volume fraction of GS layer and the grain size of the topmost surface has been established, which also can provide a guide for the manufacture of GS materials with an excellent balance of strength and ductility. 65) The following sections will mainly focus on the mechanisms of strengthening and improving ductility in the GS materials prepared by SMAT.
The SMAT treatment at liquid nitrogen temperature
Generally, the SMAT process is carried out at room temperature. However, the strong impact on the sample surface during SMAT can lead to an increase in the temperature of the sample (especially for a long time at room temperature). When the temperature is high enough to cause dynamic recovery during SMAT, the balance between the dislocations generation and the dislocations annihilation can be achieved. K.A. Darling et al. 66) first performed SMAT treatment on copper at cryogenic temperature (here SMAT refers to cryogenic milling in the SPEX 8000M mill) and demonstrated its advantage in microstructure refinement compared with SMAT process at room temperature. Another research showed that the SMAT process at liquid nitrogen temperature can effectively suppress the occurring of dynamic recovery and significantly increase the strength of pure Cu without seriously sacrificing its ductility. 49) This is because the SMAT at cryogenic temperature could increase twin and dislocation density. The twin can provide strengthening and enough work hardening capacity by emitting and blocking the dislocations. 67) In addition, a thicker GS layer with finer grains is obtained under this process compared with the process at room temperature. 49) It is noted that although SMAT at cryogenic temperature usually leads to surface grain refinement, e.g. pure Cu, 49) iron, 45) 304L, 43, 44) 310S, 44) the thickness of GS layer does not always increase. For example, Ref. 44) shows that the GS layer thickness in the 304L steel treated by SMAT at cryogenic temperature increases compared with that at room temperature, while the trend of 310S steel is just the opposite (Fig. 10) .
It is reported that the yield strength of 310S steel increased from 380 MPa at room temperature to 700 MPa at 77 K. In contrast, for 304L steel, it varies from 220 MPa at room temperature to 380 MPa at 77 K. 68) Therefore, the high Fig. 9 The variation of uniform elongation (a) and yield/ultimate strength (b) with volume fraction of GS layer. 64) strength and hardness of 310S steel at cryogenic temperature hinder plastic deformation during the cryogenic SMAT process, which results in the formation of a thin GS layer. 44) The influence of strain rate _ ¾ and deformation temperature T on mechanical properties can be expressed by a parameter Z: 69) 
where Q is the activation energy for diffusion. The Z value (ZenerHolloman parameter) will increase by increasing _ ¾ and/or decreasing T. Similar to reducing SFE, this will limit dislocation movement and increase the critical shear stress of the slip. As a result, the dislocation slip is suppressed and the twinning becomes the main deformation mechanism. 69) Hence, the strength and ductility of the GS materials are expected to improve by increasing the strain rate. A previous study on Cu/Ni multilayered composites prepared by electrodeposition indicates that the strength and ductility of the sample increased simultaneously with the increase of strain rate. 70) This could be further explored in other GS materials.
The extra work hardening in the GS materials
Wu et al. reported a superior combination of considerable uniform elongation and the higher yield strength in SMAT-ed IF steel. 18) The investigation reveals a unique extra work hardening in the GS materials, which is critical for improving the ductility of the materials. 18, 71) The tensile deformation process of the treated IF steel involves the following three stages. 18, 72) In stage I ( Fig. 11(a) ), the GS sample only undergoes elastic deformation due to the very small applied strain.
In stage II, as the applied strain increases to a certain extent, the coarse-grained center layer begins to plastically deform ( Fig. 11(b) ), at which time the entire sample is at the elastoplastic deformation stage. The plastically deformed central layer will shrink more in the lateral direction than the elastically deformed GS layers due to different Poisson's ratios. This indicates that the GS materials have an inherent mechanical incompatibility (unlike the homogeneous materials) during deformation. This causes the uniaxial stress state to transform into the biaxial stress state. In stage III (Fig. 11(c) ), the whole sample is in the plastic deformation state. The GS layer of the sample first shrinks rapidly in the lateral direction due to the earlier occurrence of necking instability. However, the mechanical incompatibility occurs again because the surface necking is constrained by the central layer. The largest strain gradient occurs near the interface between them, and this maximum strain gradient will promote the accumulation of GNDs and the development of back stress to produce extra work hardening. In addition, the ductility of GS sample is improved due to the sharp increase in the work hardening rate ª. The phenomenon is caused by the wake high density of dislocations left by the migration process of two interfaces from the surface to the central layer. The investigation also suggests that there may be an optimal GS layer thickness which produces the most significant ª upturn and the most extra work hardening. 18) 4.4 The influence of the volume fraction of GS layer and degree of gradient on the mechanical properties of metallic materials A previous study compared the strength and ductility of pure copper processed by a variety of processes and SMAT (See Fig. 12 ). The results show that an excellent combination of strength-ductility occurs on pure copper treated by SMAT at cryogenic temperature when the volume fraction of GS layer is between 0.080.1. 63) Interestingly, 0.1 is also the critical value of ª upturn, which suggests this unique behavior may relate to the volume fraction of GS layer. In addition, it was reported that the GS Cu30 wt.% Zn processed by multiple-pass friction stir processing (FSP) and rotationally accelerated shot peening (RASP) has a higher volume fraction of GS layer than the one processed by RASP alone. The former exhibits higher synergistic strengthening because the thicker GS layer provides sufficient space for the accumulation of GNDs. This results in the higher tensile strength increment relative to the coarse-grained samples. 31, 73) On the other hand, the degree of gradient has also received attention recently. It is worth noting that the degree of gradient and the volume fraction of GS layer are two different concepts. The former is discussed only in the GS layer range, while the latter refers to the ratio of GS layer volume to total GS sample volume. Cheng et al. 74) achieved simultaneous improvement of strength and work hardening by increasing the structural gradient parameter s (i.e. the increment in hardness per unit thickness along the gradient direction) of the gradient nanotwinned pure Cu prepared by direct-current electro-deposition method. This can be attributed to the unique morphology of GNDs, which are uniformly distribut-ed inside the grains in the form of concentrated dislocation bundles. The latest research shows that we can achieve optimal mechanical properties by rationally controlling the degree of gradient. The issue of better control of the gradient degree remains to be investigated in future. It should be noted that in this study, all discussions of the influence of gradient degree on mechanical properties are based on constant sample thickness and volume fraction of GS layer.
4.5
The mechanical properties of the Cu alloys with different SFEs treated by SMAT As mentioned above, the liquid nitrogen temperature not only inhibits dynamic recovery, but also contributes to the generation of twins. On the other hand, the full dislocations are difficult to cross-slip and climb in the metals with low SFEs, which leads to an increase in work hardening. 75) Therefore, both liquid nitrogen temperature and low SFE may improve mechanical properties. The following sections mainly focus on the Cu alloys with different SFEs treated by SMAT at liquid nitrogen temperature.
A previous investigation showed that the yield strength of SMAT-ed CuZn alloys is improved by decreasing SFE. However, optimal ductility occurs in the alloy with the optimal SFE. 76) A similar trend was found in another study on SMAT-ed CuAl alloys. The SMAT-ed 5 min Cu 4.5 wt.%Al sample with medium SFE shows an optimized combination of strength and ductility. 77) Taking the CuAl alloys for instance, the possible reasons behind this phenomenon will be discussed as follows. Figure 13 shows the reduced tendency of ª of SMAT-ed Cu2.2 wt.%Al sample is significantly faster than that of the Cu4.5 wt.%Al sample with the increase of true strain, so the ductility of the Cu4.5 wt.%Al sample is higher.
When the true strain exceeds 22%, the ª of SMAT-ed 5 min Cu4.5 wt.%Al sample is higher than that of the Cu 6.9 wt.%Al sample. The high work hardening ability maintained at the relatively large plastic strain may be responsible for the high ductility of the Cu4.5 wt.%Al samples. 77) Both the high µ m /µ m0 measured by the stress relaxation experiment and the small K2 value obtained by the Kocks-Mecking model in SMAT-ed 5 min Cu4.5 wt.%Al sample show that the ductility of the Cu4.5 wt.%Al sample with optimal SFE is superior. Fig. 13 The work hardening rate (ª = d·/d¾) vs. true strain (¾ t ) curves (the insert shows corresponding true stress-strain curves). 77) In addition, the same phenomenon was observed in UFG CuZn alloys. 78) The lower ductility in the samples with low SFE is caused by extremely small grains and saturated stacking faults, which are difficult to accumulate dislocations and form twins during the deformation process. The underlying mechanism corresponding to the special phenomenon in the SMAT-ed CuAl alloys requires further exploration.
According to the discussion mentioned above, the change in yield strength of CuAl alloys with different SFEs may be related to the GS layer thickness and back stress. As the SFE decreases, the hardness of the CuAl alloys increases. Therefore, the degree of deformation of the low-SFE alloys is less than that of the high-SFE alloys at the same kinetic energy. As a result, the thickness of the GS layer decreases with the SFE decreases. SFE further affects the grain refinement in the GS layer induced by SMAT, i.e. the higher SFE, the smaller grain size in the GS layer is formed due to the presence of more low-angle grain boundaries used for subdividing grains. 79) The thicker GS layer, the smaller grain size in the GS layer, and a higher tensile strength increment of the SMAT-ed CuAl alloy are reached due to fine-grain strengthening.
Finally, the Cu2.2 wt.%Al sample exhibited the highest tensile strength increment, but the ductility was significantly degraded. While the increase in the strength of the Cu 6.9 wt.%Al sample after SMAT is particularly limited due to the thinner GS layer. It is noted that the SMAT-ed 5 min Cu6.9 wt.%Al sample has the highest tensile strength based on the high strength of its corresponding annealed sample, although the strength increment is limited compared with the annealed sample.
It is reported that the fine-grain strengthening is not sufficient to explain the increase in tensile strength of GS CuAl alloy, and the back stress is also considered to play an important role in increasing the tensile strength of the material. 18, 73) The back stress is the long-range internal stress caused by the accumulation of GNDs. 80, 81) The GNDs represent extra storage of dislocations required to maintain lattice continuity during the non-uniform plastic deformation. 82) Recent research investigated the relationship between GNDs and back stress strengthening in SMAT-ed CuAl alloys with different SFEs. 79) As shown in Fig. 14, the GNDs density increases with the decreasing SFE in annealed CuAl alloy samples. The average grain size of the annealed Cu 6.9 wt.% Al alloy (low SFE) is smaller, which makes the dislocations more easily absorbed by the grain boundaries, but the further accumulation is difficult for them. As a result, the GNDs density increment of the SMAT-ed 5 min CuAl alloy sample decreases with the decrease of SFE. Therefore, this indicates that the back stress strengthening (also for tensile strength increment) of the CuAl alloy decreases with the decreasing SFE.
SMAT time is also an important parameter affecting the mechanical properties of materials. Within a certain time, as the SMAT time increases, the thickness of the GS layer increases to some extent. The GNDs are mainly distributed in the GS layer, and the density of GNDs increases with the SMAT time. This results in a significant increase in back stress, which can improve the tensile strength. 83) On the other hand, the back stress strengthening ability gradually decreases with the increasing SMAT time. This may be due to the high dislocation density in the GS samples under long processing time. The high dislocation density makes it difficult to accumulate more GNDs during the next deformation. 83) This is similar to the reason for the reduced GNDs density increment in SMAT-ed CuAl alloys with the low SFE.
Effect of residual stress on mechanical properties of GS materials
The effects of most surface treatment processes on mechanical properties are related to the microstructures. However, the effect of residual stress on mechanical properties is rarely reported. Recently, Ji Hyun Moon et al. 84) studied the effects of the residual stress and the microstructure on mechanical properties of GS materials processed by UNSM (ultrasonic-nanocrystalline surface modification), respectively. The results in Fig. 15 show that the surface grain refinement and residual stress of the UNSM-ed sample contribute to 80% (38 MPa) and 20% (9 MPa) increase in yield strength, respectively, compared with the initial sample.
Similarly, the contribution of residual stress to mechanical properties is not negligible for other surface treatment processes (e.g. SMAT) used to fabricate GS materials. 84) Therefore, residual stress also provides a direction for improving the mechanical properties of GS materials.
Summary
This overview mainly focuses on the microstructure in the gradient structured (GS) layer generated by surface mechanical attrition treatment (SMAT) and the related studies on strength and ductility in different GS materials. We can draw the following conclusions from the above statements: (1) The SMAT is an effective method for manufacturing the gradient nanostructure. In the GS materials fabricated by SMAT, the structures change gradually and continuously from the top surface to interior and do not form significant interface. (2) With the SMAT time and the number of balls increase, the proportion of ¡A in SMAT-ed AISI 304L steel increases. The SMAT at cryogenic temperature could increase twin and dislocation density, which helps to increase the strength and maintain good ductility. The gradient structure in the 304L steel treated by SMAT at cryogenic temperature is a superposition of grain size gradient and phase distribution gradient. (3) The GS materials fabricated by SMAT not only have high strength, but also effectively improve ductility. The fine-grain strengthening and the back stress strengthening both contribute to the increment of tensile strength of SMAT-ed materials. Moreover, the extra work hardening caused by back stress in the gradient structure is critical for improving the ductility of materials. (4) A superior combination of strength and ductility can be obtained by reasonably controlling the degree of gradient and the volume fraction of the GS layer. (5) The investigation on SMAT-ed CuZn alloys showed that the yield strength increases with the SFEs decrease. On the other hand, superior ductility occurs in the alloy with optimal SFE. A similar phenomenon was also observed in the SMAT-ed CuAl alloys and the UFG CuZn alloys. (6) The thickness of GS layer and the density of geometrically necessary dislocations (GNDs) increase with the SMAT time within a certain time range. Thick GS layer provides more effective fine grain strengthening while high-density GNDs results in a significant increase in back stress, both of which help to increase the tensile strength of the sample. On the other hand, the short SMAT time can increase the strength of the material with less sacrifice of ductility. This can be related to a unique bimodal structure consisting of the "hard phase" and the "soft matrix" or "100% peening time". (7) The influence of strain rate, volume fraction of GS layer, degree of gradient, SFEs and residual stress on mechanical properties of the GS materials require further investigation.
